LED Video Display
in
Swimming

LED Display systems / Electronic development / Sport IT-Service

“Sportlicht” display systems and the software for
swimming, which goes with it, have been
established as a standard on highest international
level. We privide displays, which offer the audience
fast and comprehensive information. Our spectrum
of displays ranges from 5 m² mobile scoreboards to
40 m² matrix display, like it is installed in
Germany’s largest indoor pool.

In contrast to special swimming scoreboards, the
system is also usable very flexible for information
service and advertising during public bath.
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We offer for you:
Comprehensive, efficient software “Online-Control
Schwimmen” with:

A system, which combines many advantages for
applications in indoor pools in itself:
low-maintenance, long-lived, corrossions- and
chlorine - resistant
good legibility for each spectator, because of it´s
extemly wide viewing angle of 140 degree
extensive, efficient software "Online-Control
Swimming” with freely scalable layouts for
information display on different information
channels
On-line data transfer from timing (Omega,
Colorado Timing) and the usual programs for
data service
same comfort on high international level also for
waterpolo and diving
Display systems and software have been used
satisfactorily and developed further at countless
DSV- and FINA-competitions

- on-line timing fromARES21 or Colorado Timer
- data transfer from usual programs for data service

Online-Control
Swimming

Software “Video-Control” with computer to display:
- text, graphics,Avi´s, video and live

DATAService

with a LED Video Display:
7,5 m² Sportlicht INDOOR P10
Pixel distance:
Dimension:
Power consumption:
Weight:
Resolution:
Intensity:
Viewing angle:

9,5 m² Sportlicht OUTDOOR P16
Pixel distance:
Dimension:
Power consumption:
Weight:
Resolution:
Intensity:
Viewing angle:

from 25.400 

10 mm
3,84m x 1,92m
max. 2,8 kW
ca. 280 kg
384 x 192
2.000 cd / m²
140 degree

TIMING

from 42.500 

16 mm
4,10m x 2,30m
max. 9,4 kW
ca. 560 kg
256 x 144
6.000 cd / m²
120 degree horiz. / 60 degree vert.
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